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Simultaneous measurement of viscosity and flow velocity in Texas
Experimental Tokamak-Upgrade (TEXT-U) edge plasmas
by using a Visco-Mach probe

Kyu-Sun Chunga) and Roger D. Bengtson
Fusion Research Center & Department of Physics, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712

~Received 7 January 1997; accepted 19 May 1997!

Shear viscosity @h[a3~mass density!3~diffusivity!# and parallel flow velocity @M`

3A(Te1Ti)/mi # of tokamak edge plasma were simultaneously measured in the Texas
Experimental Tokamak-Upgrade~TEXT-U! tokamak by using a ‘‘Visco-Mach’’ probe with the
iteration method~VMPI! @K-S. Chung, Nucl. Fusion34, 1213~1994!#. The VMPI was composed of
two Mach probes measuring two ratios of ion saturation current densities, with the small Mach
probe located within the free presheath generated by the large Mach probe~LMP!. Radial variations
of the normalized shear viscosity,a, and parallel Mach number,M` , for typical discharges were
deduced from two measured ratios of ion saturation current densities, and plasma density from ion
saturation currents by LMP. Herea varied from 0.7 to 1.3 with an estimated error of640%, and
M` from 0 to 0.2 for 0,r 2r l,4.5 cm, wherer l527 cm is the limiter radius. Also,a and M`

increased with the radial direction, while cross-field diffusivity (D') was approximately constant.
Here D' is obtained as;3DB , where a typical Bohm diffusivity (DB) is ;1 m2/s. © 1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~97!03508-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Edge conditions are important in influencing the char
teristics of tokamak plasmas, especially in the diver
region.1,2 Many problems such as detached plasmas,3,4 the
existence of flow reversal,5 and the strong heat flux limit6,7

are linked to the transport of momentum in the scrape
layer ~SOL!. While flow velocity is a key parameter in
boundary plasma, it is a difficult problem to accurately me
sure plasma flows in the edge because of the complexit
theoretical analysis for electric probe measurements, or s
Doppler shifts with high spatial resolution needed for sp
troscopic techniques.

A plasma flow along a magnetic field causes asymm
tries in the ion saturation current drawn to probe faces p
allel and antiparallel to the magnetic field.8,9 This asymmetry
can be used to measure the flow velocity, provided a v
theoretical model is available to interpret the data. The us
technique for measuring plasma flows is a Mach probe,
directional Langmuir probes that measure the ion satura
currents collected parallel~upstream! and antiparallel~down-
stream! to the magnetic field. A presheath extends from
Debye sheath surrounding the probe along a flux tube in
direction of the magnetic field. When the probe is attract
ions, the ion flux into the sheath comes primarily from io
that have been transported across the magnetic field into
flux tube. Although it is not well established whether t
cross-field transport is convective or diffusive,10–12 a cross-
field diffusion is assumed along the free and bound
presheaths throughout this analysis. The transport proce
ions filling the flux tube depends not only on the flow velo
ity but also upon the viscosity of the ions. For the same fl
velocity, one expects a larger ratio of upstream to dow

a!Permanent address: Department of Nuclear Engineering, Hanyang Un
sity, Seoul, South Korea.
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stream collection for the more viscous fluid, since the m
viscous fluid will flow more slowly into the wake region tha
the less viscous fluid. The ratio of upstream to downstre
current densities in a Mach probe is then a function of
flow velocity, usually expressed as a Mach number (M`),
and normalized shear viscosity~a!. Once a shear viscosity i
given, M` may be deduced from the measured ratio of c
rent densities from the Mach probe.13–15 Mach probe tech-
niques have been used to measure flow velocity in the S
of the Divertor Injection Tokamak Experiment~DITE!,
Tokamak-10 ~T-10!, Tokamak de Varennes~TdeV!, and
Texas Experimental Tokamak-Upgrade ~TEXT-U!
tokamaks,16–19but these measurements depend on model
interpret the results.

Models for ion collection by probes in the SOL hav
concentrated primarily on the free presheath,13,14,20,21which
does not contact a material surface along the field line.
the bounded presheath that contacts an object along the
line, a one-dimensional kinetic model without a flow veloci
has been developed.22 A numerical fluid analysis for ion col-
lection for the bounded presheath in a flowing plasma
been carried out in terms of the normalized shear visco
a.23 Not only is a unknown, it may vary from machine to
machine, vary at different locations with in the plasma, a
may depend on the nature of the plasma turbulence in
SOL. To resolve questions about the analysis of probe m
surements, a set of experiments varying the magnetic fiel
a linear machine, Plasma Interaction with Surface and Co
ponents Experimental Simulator~PISCES!, were made,
which suggested thata;0.5.24 These measurements we
indirect and the results were open to interpretation.23

Chung has proposed two types of Visco-Mach prob
based on a fluid analysis to simultaneously measure the
malized viscosity and flow Mach number.25,26 Hutchinson
suggested modifications to the analysis.27,28 We will use a

er-
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Visco-Mach probe composed of a Mach probe with a la
separator~LMP! and a second Mach probe with a small sep
rator ~SMP! located within the free presheath of the LM
From the two measured ratios of ion saturation current d
sities the flow Mach number anda can be deduced by a
iteration technique.25

We present the first simultaneous measurements of s
viscosity and flow velocity using a Visco-Mach probe in t
TEXT-U edge plasma. In Sect. II we deal with the expe
ment and the analyses of data is discussed in Sect. II
summary is given in the last section.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

TEXT-U is a tokamak with a major radiusR051.05 m
and minor plasma radiusa50.27 m defined by three-poin
limiters at a single toroidal location. The plasma was in
rectangular vessel with closest wall atd50.325 m. For the
results presented here, the tokamak was operated with a
cular plasma with Ohmic heating only and deuterium fu
ing. The toroidal magnetic field was in the same direction
the plasma current and the ion grad-B drift was upward. T
probe was mounted on the top of the tokamak, displaced
m toroidally from the limiters in the plasma current dire
tion. For the data presented here, the toroidal magnetic
Bt52.0 T, plasma currentI p5170 kA with a line-averaged
density ne05431019 m23. Measurements were carried o
at other conditions, but not over a large parameter ran
which would allow scaling studies. Measured edge para
eters for these plasma conditions at the limiter areTe

530 eV, ne5231018 m23, andTe /Ti51 is assumed.
The Visco-Mach probe is made of two Mach probe

rays, where the smaller Mach probe array is located in
presheath of the larger Mach probe array. Details of
probe array are shown in Fig. 1. Four 1 mm diam molyb
num wires of exposed length 2.6 mm, biased to2200 V
with respect to the tokamak vessel, collected ion satura
current from upstream and downstream flux tubes. The t
of the cylindrical probes were recessed 1.0 mm~.2.5
3 ion gyroradius! from the boron nitride shielding to ensur
that most of the ion saturation current is collected from
exposed sides of the cylindrical probes.

The Visco-Mach probe array was scanned across 75
of the plasma edge with a pneumatic drive in 40 ms takin
radial profile in a single shot. The probe body was a 24 m
diam boron nitride cylinder with two boron nitride separato
to give directional current collection. The large Mach pro
had a width of 14.2 mm giving a free presheath of 1.4
while the small Mach probe~SMP! had a width of 4.6 mm
and a bounded presheath of 140 mm. The size of the S
ensures the thin sheath and magnetized plasma approx
tions contained in the fluid theory. The connection leng
from the probe location to the point limiters for the operati
conditions used for this experiment were greater than 8 m in
either direction, much longer than the presheath.

It should be noted that the separation between the
large Mach probe and small Mach probe is small~about 12
mm! compared to the distances to fill in the wake behind
probe. As was pointed out by Matthewset al.,10 cross-field
transport was only partially successful in modelling the wa
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997
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behind a probe. The electron density and temperature s
lengths for the plasma conditions are about 2 cm long co
pared to the probe lengths. The particle transport in the e
and SOL of the tokamak is dominated by turbulent elect
static fluctuations29 with poloidal and radial wave number
of order 1 cm21. The wavelengths of turbulent fluctuation
along with density and temperature scale lengths, are la
compared to the distance between the large Mach probe
the small Mach probe, raising an interesting question
whether the cross-field transport can be described by a
fusion process. Pitcheret al.30 demonstrated that measur
ments on small-scale diffusion scale lengths were consis
with diffusion. In this work we are assuming the cross-fie
transport in both the large presheath and the region betw
the large Mach probe and the small Mach probe is due to
same process.

III. MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSES

Radial profiles of ion current density ratios (Rs

5J1 /J2) measured by the SMP~probes 1 and 2! and those
(Rl5J4 /J3) measured by LMP~probes 3 and 4! are shown
in Fig. 2. The profiles are averaged over several shots du
the current flat top with identical bulk plasma characteristi
In order to reduce these measured current ratios to estim
of Mach number,M` , and shear viscosity,a, an iteration
procedure must be followed by using the theoretical val
of Rl(M` ,a) andRs(a,M`), which are determined by the
specific edge conditions and specific geometry of a Vis
Mach probe. We assume that most of the ion current c
lected is collected by the exposed sides of the cylindri

FIG. 1. Visco-Mach probe. The probe body is a 24 mm diam boron nitr
cylinder with a large boron nitride separator between probes 3 and 4 a
small boron nitride separator between probes 1 and 2. The small Mach p
~probes 1 and 2! is within the presheath of the large Mach probe~probes 3
and 4!. Probe diameters are 1 mm.
2929K.-S. Chung and R. D. Bengtson
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probes. Current to the top of the probe is also possi
thereby changing the collection area of the probe. The e
trostatic turbulence in the edge is isotropic to within a fac
of 2, suggesting that radial diffusion and poloidal diffusio
rates are about the same, which would lead to an ion cur
to the top of the probe. However, our analysis depends o
on the ratio of ion current densities so that to first order
change in probe collection area does not affect the res
Current flow to the top of the probe is a significant limitatio
to the importance of our results and is included in error
timates.

Figure 3 shows theoretical values ofRl(M` ,a) and
Rs(a,M`) for our design of a Visco-Mach probe an
TEXT-U edge plasma conditions, according to a modifi
theory of the Visco-Mach probe.31 Using these theoretica
values, for a set of measured values ofRs andRl as shown in
Fig. 2, we obtained a profile ofa andM` with a numerical
solution as explained in Ref. 25, and results are shown
Figs. 4 and 5. For the analysis of data in Fig. 2, a numbe
iterations was between 5 and 10, and the relative error oa
for the convergence test was 0.01. During iteration,M` al-
ways converged more quickly thana.

In Fig. 4 we also compare the Mach number estima
with the theories of Stangeby (a50)11 and Hutchinson (a
51).12 For the similar value ofa51, there is a difference
between our results@a(r 529.7 cm)51.02# and Hutchin-
son’s. This is due to different approximations and is mo
apparent for small Mach numbers, 0<M`<0.5.28 Values of
the normalized shear viscositya along the vary from 0.7 to
1.3 for 0,r 2r l,4.5 cm with limiter radius ofr l527 cm.
Each data point represents the average values of severa
charges at a certain radial position, and standard deviatio
each position varies from 0.2 to 0.4, indicating wide var
tion of a. Data within 1 cm of the wall cannot be analyze
by a model for a fully ionized plasma,13,14,20–26 because
atomic processes such as ionization and charge exch
would be expected in a high neutral background. The ove

FIG. 2. Measured ratios of current densities from a large Mach pr
~Rl ; solid circle; probes 3 and 4! and a small Mach probe~Rs ; solid square;
probes 1 and 2!. Different logarithmic scales are used forRl andRs .
2930 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997
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trend of the plasma flow is to increase radially as the limi
approached.

Figure 5 shows profiles of normalized shear viscos
and plasma density averaged over several Ohmic discha
The viscositya varies significantly over the SOL radii and
neither 0 or 1, as used in the models by Stangeby11 and
Hutchinson.12 We estimate the error ina to be640%, or so.
These results indicate the need for simultaneous meas
ments of viscosity andM` to deduce the plasma density an
flow velocity, and to analyze the particle and heat flux to t
plasma facing components. Plasma density@n(r )# is de-
duced from the measured current density@Jm(r )# and theo-
retical solution of sheath density (ns):

25,31 n(r )
5Jm(r )/ecsns(a,M`), and is shown in Fig. 5. TheJm’s are
collected by probes 3 and 4~LMP! along the free presheath
Since current can be collected by the top of the probe, th
may be an increase of the collection area, and hence a so
what lower density than indicated. The density decrea
with radius, but not in a simple exponential form, but with
rough scale length of 5 cm. A similar trend was shown in t

e

FIG. 3. The theoretical ratio of ion saturation current densities in a logr
mic scale for~a! the large Mach probe and~b! the small Mach probe located
in the presheath of the large Mach probe.
K.-S. Chung and R. D. Bengtson
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data taken by the reflectometry in the TEXT-U.32 Assuming
flow to the limiter at half the sound speed and a para
connection length, we estimate a diffusion coefficient
;3 m2/s, as compared with a Bohm diffusion coefficient
1 m2/s. The edge scale lengths measured in this experim
are somewhat longer than usually observed in TEXT-U, g
ing larger diffusion coefficients than are normally measur
Figure 5 also shows constancy of normalized momen
diffusivity, a(r )n(r )/n0 , not the normalized viscosity
a(r ), along with the constant cross-field diffusion coef
cient,D' .

IV. CONCLUSIONS

For the first time, normalized shear viscosity~a! and
parallel Mach number (M`) have been measured in a ma

FIG. 4. Radial profiles of the parallel Mach number@M`(r )# deduced by
the analytic fluid theory~solid triangle!25 from the measurement ofRs and
Rl . Comparisons are made with those of Hutchinson12 ~solid circle:
a51! and Stangeby11 ~solid square:a50!.

FIG. 5. The radial profile of normalized viscosity@a(r ); solid circle#, nor-
malized plasma density@n(r )/n0 ; solid square#, and inverse plasma densit
~solid triangle!.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997
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netized flowing edge plasma using a Visco-Mach probe w
an iteration scheme. The Visco-Mach probe was compo
of two Mach probes measuring two ratios of ion saturat
current densities, with the small Mach probe located with
the free presheath generated by the large Mach probe. R
variations ofa, M` , and plasma density were obtained f
typical Ohmic discharges. The measured normalized sh
viscosity varied from 0.7 to 1.3 with an estimated error
640%, andM` from 0 to 0.2 for 0,r 2r l,4.5 cm, where
r l527 cm is the limiter radius. The radial variation ofa
indicates the importance of simultaneous measurement
the shear viscosity and parallel Mach number for a go
estimate of plasma flow velocity and plasma density. W
also estimated the diffusion coefficient of 3 m2/s with a
Bohm diffusion coefficient of 1 m2/s, indicating the longer
density scale length than usually observed in TEXT-U. H
a and M` increased with the radial direction, while cros
field diffusivity (D') was approximately constant.
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